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RA Schedule Changes Likely
President Garcia weighs
abbreviated convening
NEA President Lily Eskelsen Garcia sought feedback from NEA
Board members during the most-recent Board Meeting about changes to
the schedule she is considering implementing at the 2019 Representative
Assembly in Houston, TX. Eskeslen Garcia brought forward a plan that
would shave two days off the RA and, in the process, save the organization about $1 million on its annual meeting.
Among the most significant changes she is proposing is moving all of
the open hearings (Plan and Budget; Constitution, Bylaws, and Rules;
and Legislative) to an online/virtual format prior to the RA commencing. This would also allow the elimination of one of two Board of Directors meetings that is held only upon completion of the Plan and Budget
Hearing to approve any modifications that may be made. All NEA Social Justice Committee hearings would be attached to the Conference on
Racial and Social Justice.
“We tried this (in Minneapolis) with the Community Schools Policy
Statement hearing moving online ahead of the RA,” Eskelsen Garcia
said. “We felt it went well. We were able to provide written answers to
many of the questions we received.”
In addition to the hearings moving into a virtual space, Eskelsen Gar-

The 2018 RA in Minneapolis was attended by over 6,100 delegates.

cia is proposing the elimination of one state delegation caucus meeting
(moving instead to one longer caucus meeting) as well as the commercial expo area. The former, along with the hearings moving online,
would likely save state and local affiliate’s expenses by requiring delegates to be on site at least one fewer day. The latter, which has seen
declining participation from vendors in recent years, would lead to savings due to less convention center floor space requiring rental and set up.
Due to a NEA Bylaw amendment passed by the 2018 RA, elections of
Continued on page 6

Delegates to again consider new membership category
Considered and defeated as Constitutional Amendment #1 at the 2018
Representative Assembly, the NEA Board took action at its most-recent
meeting to bring a “Community Ally Membership” option back in 2019.
It will be Constitutional Amendment #3. In short, this amendment provides for a third category of membership for “persons interested in advancing the cause of public education.”
In introducing the Constitutional Amendment to the Board, the NEA
Executive Committee’s Hannah Vaandering noted: “I am sure you have
all heard ‘The definition of insanity is doing the same thing over and
over again, but expecting different results.’ I hope you have also heard
‘It is never the wrong time to do the right thing.’
“Our plan is not to do the same thing. Our plan is to do the right
thing!”
Vaandering said the Executive Committee and NEA leadership have
been engaged in getting feedback from delegates and state leaders since
the RA floor debate to learn why Constitutional Amendment #1 was

Representing Wyoming educators in the nation’s capital

“Our plan is not to do the same thing. Our plan is to
do the right thing!”
—Hanna Vaandering
NEA executive Committee
defeated. Many of those reasons centered on a proposed bylaw change
that many believed was too ambiguous. It did not have specifics about
how these new members would be vetted, what the dues structure would
be, what access these members would have, and the member benefits.
Vaandering indicated that would not happen again. “It is our intent to
have a Bylaw Amendment outlining the details of, if passed, what this
might look like,” she said.
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Secretary/Treasurer Report

Local President Release Time Grants

Though a more definitive account of NEA membership for the
2018/19 year will not be known until November, NEA Secretary/
Treasurer Princess Moss sounded a cautiously optimistic tone to the
Board of Directors at its recent meeting.
Moss reported that for the 2017/18 membership year total active
membership was up over 17,000 members from the previous year and
the total membership stood at 3,001,570. These numbers included the
87,424 fair share fee payers removed per the Supreme Court decision on
Janus in June.
More encouraging for the coming year, Moss noted 17 state affiliates
– including nine first-timers – participated in the Education Summer
membership recruitment campaign. This participation netted more than
25,000 1-on-1 conversations this summer in over 2,000 locals nationwide. All totaled, Moss said new member recruitment is up 7.8% over a
year ago.
Moss also laid out the 2019/20 budget development timeline. The
2018-20 Plan and Budget was approved by the Representative Assembly
delegates in Minneapolis, MN, in July. Taking the Janus ruling into
consideration, that 2-year budget made $50 million in cuts over the coming two years. This timeline is for modifications as needed for the coming year. From September through March, the NEA Committee on Plan
and Budget will engage stakeholders at NEA and affiliate events nationwide to receive input and make any modifications as needed. A final,
balanced budget will be completed by May’s NEA Board meeting and
recommendation and approval will be sought at the 2019 RA in Houston, TX.
Doing this work will be members of the newly-elected Program and
Budget Committee. In addition to holdovers from last year – Chairwoman Moss, NEA Vice President Becky Pringle (Vice Chair), James Frazier (ESP-At Large from NJ) – are newly elected members Amber
Gould (AZ, re-elected to a 2-year term), Gina Harris (IL, 1-year term),
Doug Hill (MI, 2-year term), and Lori Steiniker (ID, 1-year term). Wyoming President Kathy Vetter joins the committee this year as state affiliate president representative as authorized by the RA in July.

The NEA hopes to award up to six full time and six part time Local
President Release Time Grants this cycle. Applications will begin going
live in late October and remain open through January 20, 2019. The
objectives of the program are as follows:
To provide financial assistance towards the full or part-time release of
local presidents; so as to contribute to NEA’s Strategic Focus, Objectives, and Priorities.
The Program activities are to provide a level of financial assistance as
to encourage:




development of participating local associations in size and strength.
increased willingness of the participating locals’ membership to
assume the cost for continuing the full or part-time release of their
presidents, and



utilization of information regarding means for building the programs achievement by local associations not participating in the
program as a means for building their memberships’ willingness to
financially support release time for their presidents.
More information about the grant may be found here: https://
www.nea.org/assets/docs/Guidelines.pdf

Wyoming’s NEA Director
Dirk Andrews
Dirkus32@hotmail.com
307-247-3847

HCR Award Nominations
Nominations for the 2019 NEA Human and Civil Rights Awards will
go live on October 9, 2018 at the following site: www.nea.org/
hcrawards. Submittal deadline is December 7.
In delivering his report to the Board, HCR Committee Chair Darein
Spann (MS) said, “One key issue we’re working on is to continue working through you all, the NEA Board, State, and Local affiliates, to recognize and honor those racial and social justice warriors who are standing
up for educators and students across this country in the face of strong
resistance and adversity.”
A dozen awardees will be honored at the HCR Awards Celebration as
part of the 2019 NEA RA in Houston, TX.

Leadership Summit in Denver
Registration for the NEA’s annual Leadership Summit will open January 7, 2019. The Summit will be in Denver, CO, March 15-17, 2019.
You can learn more about the Summit and review past summits at this
link: http://www.nea.org/leadershipsummit. Remember, registration is
limited. Once again this year, the pre-conference is the NEA Higher
Education Conference, March 14-15. The post-conference is the NEARetired conference, March 17-19.
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NEA Counsel
provides Board
legal update
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The initial months following the Supreme
Court’s unfavorable ruling for labor in the
Janus vs. AFSCME Council 31 case on June
27 has been filled with court filings. Lots and
lots of court filings.
During her report to the Board of Directors,
NEA General Counsel Alice O’Brien noted
there have been 26 lawsuits filed including 15
against the NEA and its affiliates. Most of
these filings center on one or more of the following areas:



Challenges the fee statutes and collective
bargaining agreement provisions (per
O’Brien no NEA affiliate has enforced
these since June 27)



Constitutional and tort back fee claims
(i.e. saying Janus runs retroactively



Challenges to exclusive representation
(i.e. one union as a collective union for
everyone is being challenged as contrary
to the 1st Amendment)



Challenge to disclosure of unit member
contact information with union



Challenges to pre-Janus membership
cards (i.e. unions must sign up everyone
again after Janus; anything before June 27
is no longer valid)



Claims by individual members that they
would not have joined but for Fee Requirement (i.e. they want to get these dues
refunded)



Attacks on window periods for membership drops

O’Brien said one of the strategies employed
by the various conservative groups representing the plaintiffs is to get these cases into the
court system as soon as possible, get a ruling,
and begin the appeals process (if negative to
the plaintiff) with the hopes of getting cases to
the Supreme Court under the belief with the
current makeup SCOTUS is likely to rule
against labor.
Of these cases the NEA and its partners
have already scored victories with the granting
of preliminary injunction requests in Ohio,
Maryland, and Washington, the dismissal of
Yohn vs. California Teachers Association (aka
Fredrichs II) as CTA and NEA were found to
Continued on page 4
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Jahana Hayes, a candidate for Connecticut's 5th Congressional District, is seen here with President
Barack Obama receiving her National Teacher of the Year Award in 2016 a the White House.

NEA flexes its social justice
muscle in multiple areas
The NEA is embodying its work as a racial
and social justice union in a pair of arenas: one
in house and one in the public domain.
During her report to the Board, NEA Vice
President Becky Pringle noted the work being
done in house by a team of leaders and members to review all of the organization’s internal
documents. This Racial Justice in Education
Internal Language Review Stakeholders Group
has already met once to begin this process.
As Pringle noted, it’s an opportunity for the
NEA to “align its words and actions with our
organizational values, priorities, and aspirations. We will consciously, actively, and continually counteract implicit bias.”
This Internal Language Review group was
brought together to ensure, as Pringle said,
“those most marginalized are actively and authentically engaged in needed change efforts.”
Among the initial tasks of this team is to
develop A Language Equity Review Tool
(ALERT). The work will be ongoing and will
eventually develop strategies for engaging
members, leaders, allies, and partner, in getting
proposed language changes approved and
adopted widely.
While this team is working internally on
promoting racial equity, there are many others

in more visible ways doing the same type of
work leading up to Election Day, November 6.
During his report, NEA Executive Director
John Stocks used the Judge Brett Kavanaugh
confirmation hearings as a jumping off point as
he implored to the Board to do all it can to
impact the outcome in the midterms.
“We need to send a strong message in November,” he said. “We are at the tipping point
of a bigger change election than we anticipated.
It’s who is winning and how they won their
nomination that’s most significant. We have
the most diverse candidates that we have ever
seen.”
He proceeded to tick off no less than a half
dozen candidates of various ethnicities, beliefs,
and sexual orientation running for significant
seats across the country; including 2016 National Teacher of the Year Jahana Hayes (CT).
“We are living our racial justice value by
electing these individuals,” he noted. “While
we like what we are seeing so far, a month is
still a lifetime in politics. We must stay vigilant
in contesting every last vote in every last race.
“Regardless of who wins, there will be 19
new governors in 2019. Governor races are this
organization’s top priority. There is a direct
relationship beContinued on page 4
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HACU a leading advocate for college students
During the Hispanic Observance at its September meeting, the NEA Board of Directors
heard from Luis Maldonado, Chief Advocacy Officer for the Hispanic Association of Colleges and
Universities (HACU).
HACU was created in
1986 by 19 founding member institutions across six
states and five educational
associations. The mission
Maldonado
was to engage in activities
that heightened the awareness among corporations, foundations, governmental agencies, and
individuals of the role that member colleges
and universities play in educating the nation’s
Hispanic youth.
The numbers in the past 32 years have grown

dramatically, with 470 member institutions.
Maldonado educated the Board about Hispanic Serving Institutions (HSIs).
For a college or university to qualify as a
HSI it must be at least 25% of its full-time
equivalency enrollment Hispanic and 50% of
the all students must be low income. Presently
there are 492 institutions nationwide meeting
these requirements (in fact, the average enrollment across these schools is 46% Hispanic).
HSIs enroll 65% of all Hispanics. Perhaps
somewhat surprisingly, Maldonado shared that
HSIs also enroll 39% of all Asian Americans,
21% of African Americans, and 18% of Native
Americans in higher ed.
Maldonado also shared that the organization
is moving into advocacy for pre-K-12 education with the creation of the Hispanic-Serving
School Districts (HSSD) Advisory Council

charged with developing an advocacy agenda,
creating collaboration opportunities and development for HSSDs. He stated that 26% of all
pre-K-12 students are Hispanic, yet only 8.8%
of teachers are Hispanic.
“No other racial or ethnic group has such a
wide disparity,” Maldonado said, adding that
89% of all Hispanic public school students are
enrolled in either a HSSD or Emerging HSSD.
“What (Maldonado) does is ensure that every one of our students is able to aspire to a
higher education opportunity,” NEA President
Lily Eskelsen said. “And once they are there,
HACU helps to limit the dropout rate. He is a
true hero for our Hispanic students.
The feeling, Maldonado said, is mutual: “The
NEA has been a terrific partner in the work we
do and we hope it can continue to partner with
us.”

April 2016

Board begins reviewing Mission, Vision & Values
At the 2018 Representative Assembly in Minneapolis, MN, New
Business Item 59 called on “The NEA president will solicit from the
membership at a variety of venues changes to the document, ‘The NEA
Vision, Mission, and Values.’ Prior to the 2019 RA, the president or her
appointees will report in writing to the NEA Board on proposed changes
to the document and provide recommendations for the Board to consider. The NEA Board will recommend changes to the document to be
voted on by the RA delegates.”
NEA President Lily Eskelsen Garcia took the initial step in carrying
out this NBI when she and NEA Executive Committee member Robert
Rodriguez (CA) had the Board members engage in some group think on
the organization’s Vision, Mission, and Values.

Our mission is to advocate for education professionals
and to unite our members and the nation to fulfill the
promise of public education to prepare every student to
succeed in a diverse and interdependent world.
The Board worked in small groups to provide input on the words and
phrases found in the Vision and Mission, primarily, but also the organization’s Values. Further, the Board was asked to reflect on what the
world looks like if the NEA is successful in achieving its Vision and
Mission. This feedback was collected and will be reviewed by members
of the Executive Committee to help direct future opportunities for engagement and feedback at other NEA gatherings leading to the 2019 RA
in Houston, TX.

Legal Update
Continued from page 3

be in full compliance with the Janus ruling, and a victory over Uradnik
reports. Missouri’s state constitution expressly protects collective barin Minnesota over exclusive representation claims.
gaining, ensures freedom of speech and association, and guarantees
O’Brien highlighted two non-Janus cases as significant: The first is a equal protection of the law.
suit filed by the NEA and CTA against Secretary of Education Betsy
DeVos and the U.S. Department of Education after the department
moved to illegally delay rules intended to protect students enrolled in
online education programs. The National Student Legal Defense Network is representing the plaintiffs. The second is a suit filed on behalf of
Continued from page 3
Missouri NEA against the Missouri Department of Labor challenging
tween having a Democratic governor in a battleground state during a
House Bill 1413. Now a law, HB 1413 for all public sector unions that
presidential election year. We only have one opportunity to elect a
are not “public safety” unions strips them of nearly all rights to engage
Democratic governor in battleground states and that is this election.”
in collective bargaining; restricts their ability to collect dues by payroll
He singled out Pennsylvania, Michigan, Iowa, Wisconsin, and Mindeduction and spend funds on political speech; forces them into annual
nesota – all key swing states in the 2016 election – as critical to “rerecertification votes; and mandates that they file costly and burdensome
establishing the blue wall.”

Social Justice
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Board learns of importance
ofto provide
embedding,
maintaining Native culture in curriculum
The NEA Board of Directors conducted its American Indian/Alaska
Native Observance during its September meeting.
First-year AI/AN Caucus Chair Tucker
Quetone (MN) shared the powerful story of his
family’s history and how, intertwined with education, impacts him to this day both positively and
negatively.
“My grandfather and grandmother were forced
to go to a government boarding school 100 miles
Quetone
from their home (in Lawrence, KS). They met
there and survived the experience,” he said, before noting, “may of their
classmates did not. That experience changed them forever. They never
went back to their tribal communities. They became urban Natives.
“Did public education have a positive impact on us? Yes, but it also
stripped us of much of our culture and our heritage.”
Before turning the podium over to guest Ahniwake Rose, the Executive Director of National Indian Education Association (NIEA), Quetone
left the Board with five points to ponder:






ulum so we need to work with NIEA to ensure this.



Teachers – Where are native teachers? Why
would one of our young native people want to
make teaching their profession?
“Until we, as the NEA, look across the nation and
see that all of our native students are respected then
our work is not done,” he said.
Rose, a member of Cherokee Nation, has served
as NIEA Executive Director since 2012. Founded in
Rose
1969 the year after Attorney General Robert Kennedy’s report on the tragedy of Native education, the NIEA is now mostinclusive Native education organization in the country. Having said that,
Rose went on to note its “membership can fit into most large stadiums”
and therefore relies on partnerships like that with the NEA to assist in its
advocacy.
“Partnership is the key,” she said. “Our voices are strong when we’re
together. ESSA allows us to have a voice like we’ve never ever had.”
She referenced the project “Reclaiming Native Truth” (https://
Inclusion – Where are our native students in your schools? Ninety www.reclaimingnativetruth.com/) that seeks to dispel America’s myths
percent of native students are in our public schools, but are they
and misconceptions about its Native people.
seen? Are we in your curriculum?
“There is very limited personal experience and a pervasive negative
narratives
put forward by others,” she said. “These are images and biasAccuracy – How are we portrayed? Are we seen as modern and
es
set
forth,
not just by media, but by revisionist historians. It is removed
traditional or are we just viewed as a stereotype?
when it’s inconvenient for others.”
Images – What do those images in our schools and classrooms look
“Our major hope lies in education,” she added. “How do we reclaim
like? Are they the people sitting side by side w/Pilgrims? Are we
these? It is through education and the same system and tools that took
accurately being portrayed in textbooks and in popular culture?
them away.”
Partnership – We need accurate cultural information in our curric-
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Ed International delegates selected, application opens
The NEA will be sending a team of 50 delegates plus observers to quadrennial Education
International (EI) World Congress this summer
in Bangkok, Thailand, from July 19-26.
The theme of this year’s World Congress is
Educators and Their Union Taking the Lead.
Three sub-themes will also be prevalent: Promoting Democracy, Human and Trade Union
Rights; Advancing the Profession; and Ensuring Free Quality Education for All.
EI is the world’s largest federation of unions,
representing 30 million education employees in
300-plus education unions in 170-plus countries and territories across the globe. Approximately 1,500 delegates of these member organizations from around the world will be attending the World Congress.
Who the NEA sends is a somewhat complex
process. The first phase of which was complet-

Fall 2018

The next group of 37 delegates are selected
by NEA President Lily Eskelsen Garcia from
applicants. The rules governing eligible applicants includes: member in good standing status
of the NEA and affiliates; attendance at World
ed at the recent NEA Board of Directors’ meet- Congress briefing sessions is mandatory; ating. Board policy requires NEA to send 13
tendance at all NEA Delegation and World
“Policy Delegates” fully funded. These 13
Congress meetings is mandatory; applicants
include five members of the NEA Executive
and/or their state/local affiliates assume all
Committee and eight Board members elected
responsibility for costs. You may find the EI
by their Board peers. Those eight elected are:
application at this link: http://bit.ly/
Tracy Hartman Bradley (NE), Amber Gould
EIApplication. The application deadline is
(AZ), Anita Lang (Federal), Gladys Marquez
December 31, 2018.
(IL), Christine Sampson-Clark (NJ), DeWayne
For any applicant not selected as a delegate,
Sheaffer (Higher Ed-At Large, CA), Ken Tang s/he will automatically be selected as an ob(CA), and Sequanna Taylor (ESP-At Large,
server. The only difference between delegate
WI). Three alternates were also elected (in
and observer status is voting rights.
order): Vallerie Fisher (ESP-At Large, WA),
For more information on EI please visit its
website here: https://www.ei-ie.org/
Cheryl Mattern (PA), and Carol Bauer (VA).
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Foundation
benefits NEA
members at
all levels

Florence’s
damage to NC
schools is
catastrophic
The NEA Directors received an update on the
conditions in North Carolina from the North
Carolina Association of Educators President
Mark Jewell.
“At this point 27 counties in North Carolina
have been declared disaster areas which is about
25% of our great state,” Jewell said. “Damages
will be the billions when all is assessed. … Damages to schools thus far is reported to be in excess of $30 million, and that is just the tip of the
iceberg.
“A few counties will still not open schools for
a few more weeks. Two schools in Jones County
will have to be demolished and will not be able
to re-open. They had three-feet of water in them.
Fortunately a new school for those students had
already broken ground, but won’t be open until
sometime next summer. I do want to say that
Robeson County, which is one of the poorest in
our state—got a double whammy. They just went
through this two years ago with Hurricane Matthew. The places that flooded then got it even
worse this time. The same for Cumberland
County. However, the way educators are wired,
they were most concerned about their students

Workers clean water damage to a school in
Onslow County, NC.

“The way educators are wired,
they were most concerned about
their students and were calling
every single family to see how
they were.”

— Mark Jewell
President, NCAE

and were calling every single family to see
how they were. Many students and families have
lost their homes.”
Jewell reminded the Board that those who
wish to assist may do so at the NCAE’s charitable arm: The North Carolina Foundation for Public School Children at www.ncfpsc.org

NEA Board member Sandra Walker
(KS) also sits on the NEA Foundation’s
Board of Directors. She delivered a brief
report at the most recent
NEA Board meeting.
The Foundation provides
grants directly to teachers
and education support professionals through its Grants
to Educators program—
supporting both instructional
Walker
practice and professional
development. Since 2013, the Foundation
has awarded $2.2 million in grants, reaching 39,000 educators and 627,000 students.
Additionally, each year, the Global
Learning Fellowship provides a cohortbased professional development program
(46 in 2019) for educators to prepare themselves and students for global citizenship.
https://www.neafoundation.org/
Finally, this fall, the Foundation will
publish Twelve Lessons to Open Classrooms and Minds to the World. It has
educator-tested, global lesson plans that
were collaboratively developed by our
2018 Global Learning Fellows. It will be
available on Amazon, both digitally and as
a paperback.

Possible RA Schedule Changes
Continued from page 1

both candidates and Constitution and Bylaw Amendments would be on
are within Eskelsen Garcia’s purview.
Day 2 of Business (previously spread over two days). An additional
 Other RA News: The Boar d also r eceived infor mation and pr oelection on Day 3 would only be required if a run-off was necessary.
vided feedback about a plan to modify the way the process for state
Much of the Board’s feedback focused on three areas: Allowing
affiliate hotel selection. At its core, it would provide “front of the
line” selection to state affiliates bringing 500 or more delegates to
enough time/opportunity for candidates to get to state caucus meetings/
the RA to better allow these affiliates to secure hotel space with
interview sessions for campaigning; concern about the online hearings
enough guest rooms and a conference facility to accommodate their
providing the same accessibility as in-person hearings; and the possibilneeds. Traditionally California, Illinois, and New Jersey bring 500
ity of less time for the NEA’s Social Justice Committees to meet.
or more delegates. When these larger states select near the end of
Questions were also posed about possible change fees incurred by
the line it provides challenges to get all delegates to their headquarstates due to contracts/bookings already made. Eskelsen Garcia told the
ters’ hotel efficiently for the 7 a.m. caucus meetings. The Board is
group the savings incurred this year by NEA would allow the organizaexpected to take action on any changes to the hotel selection protion to reimburse state affiliates for any such incurred costs.
cess at its February meeting. … The Board also received statistics
“I have had a positive response from state leaders and NCUEA leaderfrom the Minneapolis RA. A total of 6,178 delegates attended the
RA; 25% of those were first-time delegates. Roughly 70% of the
ship,” the president said. “I also need discuss with our racial and social
delegates were female and the average age was just nearly 50.5
justice caucuses.”
with just 2.75% under the age of 35.
As the chair of the annual meeting, any modifications to the format
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